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The digital single-lens reflex camera (SLR) has been

While we have been seeing quite a few of Camera Futura’s

Camera Futura

the dominant camera form factor for both professional

features finding their way into marketable products over

Artefact’s design study featured

photographers and aspiring hobbyists. Yet, over the past few

the past few years, “EVIL” has turned from a novelty into a

a novel hardware architecture,

years, a new breed, dubbed – among many other names–

veritable SLR-challenger, leading experts like Trey Redcliff to

dubbed “WVIL” (Wireless

“Electronic Viewfinder Interchangeable Lens” (EVIL) has

believe that these devices are the future of image capture

Viewfinder Interchangeable

taken center stage.

and that SLR cameras with their built-in mirrors are

In 2010, Artefact explored a potential future for the product

“a dying breed”.

category and we designed “Camera Futura”. The study

You might ask, “Why did cameras need a mirror in the first

illustrated the potential of interchangeable lens cameras,

place?” or, equally important, “Will I miss the mirror once it’s

once manufacturers truly embrace digital: The concept’s

gone?”

wireless product architecture and its open software
platform painted the vision of a modern and connected
device that would make its user a better photographer.

Even if you know the answers to these questions, you might
still wonder whether EVIL cameras will indeed take over the
market.
Read on to see how I discuss these questions and derive
three guidelines for successful camera designs in the future
- regardless of whether they use a mirror or not.

Lens)
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SLRs, Point-and-Shoots,
and Things in Between

Cameras became affordable for the masses in the late
1800’s when Kodak introduced the “Brownie” camera. These

Even before the introduction of digital technology the

initial devices were the size of small shoeboxes until Leitz

camera market was split into two main segments:

Camera (the company that later became Leica) produced

point-and-shoot and SLR.

the first pocket-size 35mm film cameras in the mid 1920’s.

Most hobby photographers chose compact point-and-shoot

Though affordable and portable, these cameras were not

cameras with affixed lenses for portability and, as the

user-friendly image-capturing machines, especially when

name implies, simple picture taking. For more advanced

it came to framing shots. Rangefinder cameras used

users, SLR cameras with interchangeable lenses provided

viewfinders that were slightly offset from the lens. The

the versatility and control that professional photographers

alternative twin-lens reflex cameras (TLR) featured two

demanded. SLRs allow users to choose the most

lenses in one camera body: a photographic lens for taking

appropriate lens and accessories like flashes or battery

the picture and another one above for viewing and framing

grips for the situation. The investment users made in glass

shots. In both cases, the photographer’s view was different

and accessories created a self-imposed brand loyalty, even

from that of the lens causing parallax errors when framing

as SLR prices declined.

shots.

These two extremes – point-and-shoot and SLR – did not

The introduction of SLR cameras eliminated this problem.

account for a growing crowd of aspiring photographers,

While the use of reflex mirrors in cameras had been

who wanted to improve their skills and take better quality

patented some 90 years prior, it wasn’t until the 1950’s that

pictures: the “prosumer”. Around 10 years ago Canon’s

German manufacturer Zeiss mass-produced a reflex mirror

Digital Rebel series first addressed this market and was

camera with an integrated pentaprism. Photographers could

quickly followed by similar affordable SLRs from other

now preview their shot at eye-level through the lens, thus

manufacturers.

providing “what-you-see-is-what-you-get” framing and focus.
Comparison
Viewfinders of different types

Rangefinder
Camera

Twin Lens Reflex
Camera

Single Lens Reflex
Camera

Pentaprism

Reflex Mirror
Parallax when framing shots

Light Path to Film/Sensor
Light Path to Eye

Reflex Mirror
What you see is what you get

of cameras
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Enter EVIL Cameras
With the consumers’ desire for ever smaller and lighter
devices that don’t sacrifice performance and control,
Panasonic and Olympus released the first small EVIL
cameras, when they introduced the Micro Four Thirds
standard in 2008, that has since proven to be the most
successful mirrorless system with the widest range of
lenses and accessories.
It seems like a no-brainer: with the change of medium from
film to digital, the sensor can be used to route the lens
image digitally to an electronic viewfinder (EVF) on the back
of the camera, in the form of a (relatively) large LCD screen
or a smaller, more traditional-looking display behind an
eyecup.

The Sony NEX-7 features both an LCD screen and a digital eye-level
viewfinder.

Other manufacturers followed in Olympus’ and Panasonic’s
footsteps and today the “prosumer” category is dominated
by Compact System Cameras (CSC) – another one of EVIL’s
many synonyms.

There are several advantages to the EVIL architecture:

Side by side

1. Size and weight: With the omission of a moving mirror

Left: Nikon 1 V2 EVIL camera

and a pentaprism, EVIL cameras can be smaller and
lighter than SLRs.
2. Price: Due to the above reason, cameras can be
produced more cost-efficiently.
3. Better performance at low shutter speeds: Since there is
no mirror to move out of the way, EVIL cameras have a
vastly improved shutter lag (the time between button
press and image capture) and FPS rates (frames per
second) over SLRs. They operate more silently and
potentially take better photos at lower shutter speeds
due to a lack of camera vibration.
4. Robustness: Fewer moving parts also make the cameras
more robust and less prone to mechanical failures.
5. Ease of use: Unlike optical viewfinders, EVFs can display
additional information like exposure compensation data,
white balance, histograms, shooting modes, etc.

with a 10-30 lens (27-81
equivalent)
Right: Nikon D600 full-frame
DSLR with 24-85 lens
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CE Manufacturers Dominate,
not Camera Brands
Interestingly enough, it was not the traditional camera
manufacturers, but consumer electronics (CE) companies
that pushed the envelope of creating small system cameras.
In 2010, CE giants Sony and Samsung each released their
proprietary CSC systems. Smaller camera makers like
Pentax Ricoh, and Fujifilm then jumped on the bandwagon,
while the two industry-leading brands Nikon and Canon
were notably absent until the former announced their
“1” series at the end of 2011 and the latter brought the
“EOS M” to market after another year had passed by. Aside
from the fact that the products were late, many reviewers
have been disappointed by the Nikon 1 Series’ tiny sensor
and the Canon EOS M’s lack of manual controls.

There are a few reasons for the traditional camera makers
not to thrive in the EVIL market segment:
1. Legacy technology and existing user base: Companies
like Canon and Nikon have an 80-year history in the
industry and with that also a lot of legacy technology. The
introduction of new camera systems by “CaNikon” that
would compete with their existing platforms would cause
an outcry among their user base.
2. Inability to move beyond the traditional core
competence: The strengths of camera makers lie in
incrementally improving on optical and mechanical
engineering, and not in the disruptive production of
gadgets with novel technology and interfaces – which is
precisely what CSCs have become.
3. Size and innovation investment: According to Wikipedia,
the camera industry’s giants Canon and Nikon have
annual revenues of US$44.4 billion and US$11.1 billion

How Much Time Do SLRs Have Left?
The options for EVIL buyers seem to be constantly
increasing and the segment experienced strong growth
in an otherwise stagnant camera market. In Japan CSCs
accounted for nearly 50% of interchangeable lens camera
sales in 2011, before growth slowed down.
Meanwhile in Europe, German consumers adopted the
new systems with a little less enthusiasm, and while the
CSC market share is rising, growth is estimated to slow
from 62% in 2011 to 39% in 2012. In the UK, demand
slowed even quicker: after a record increase of over 300%
in September of 2010, CSCs experienced a first volume
decline of 1% just a year later.

respectively, yet they are dwarfed by their newfound

While forecasts and predictions are enthusiastic and

competition from the CE world, such as Samsung ($247.5

pundits predict that mirrorless system cameras will

billion), Panasonic ($97.9 billion) and Sony ($79.8 billion).

naturally take over the DSLR market, this won’t happen

They can likely spend much higher R&D budgets on the

any time soon and the latter devices are here to stay in

research, design and development of new products and

the immediate future, giving consumers a broad range of

have better access to technology and manufacturing. The

choices and manufacturers the time to develop the right

CE brands are thus able to have products market-ready

strategy to adjust to evolving tastes and technologies.

much earlier and are quicker to iterate and improve.
4. Ecosystems: As cameras become more connected, their
integration with other products like smart phones and
televisions will prove to be yet another disadvantage
camera makers have, compared to their CE competition.

Some of the competition
in the CSC market
Top: Canon EOS-M, Fuji X-E1,
Olympus OM-D
Center: Panasonic GX1, Nikon 1
V2, Pentax Q10
Bottom: Ricoh GXR, Samsung
NX210, Sony NEX-7
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SLRs Fight Back
There are quite a few areas, where a traditional
single-reflex-lens architecture is beneficial:
1. Image quality: First and foremost, there is image quality.

by Markus Wierzoch

4. Focus: The phase detection autofocus technology used

In their viral video “Battle

than the contrast detection autofocus used in most

at F-Stop Ridge” Calgary’s

mirrorless cameras.

Camera Store demonstrated –

5. Battery life: EVF’s are quite taxing on the camera’s
battery life. Despite the advantage of not having to

still have an advantage. Due to their often larger sensors,

electronically move a mirror, on the same battery charge

longer back-focus distance, and other factors, it is

a typical SLR shoots about twice the amount of images

difficult for many CSCs to match the dynamic range,

of its mirrorless counterpart.

depth of field and low light performance of SLRs.
have a somewhat low resolution and sluggish update
rates compared to a DSLRs optical viewfinder (which
literally operate at the speed of light).
3. Action photography performance: In addition, while
there is no “mirror blackout”, a CSC’s electronic viewfinder
suffers from blackout at high continuous shooting
rates. Tracking and shooting moving subjects in action
photography is thus still a task best done with SLRs.

Shooting?

in SLR cameras with optical viewfinders is much faster

While CSCs promise to deliver at the same level, SLRs

2. Speed: The electronic viewfinders in EVIL cameras still
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These advantages won’t go away soon. While SLR cameras
might loose a bit of market share, I don’t see EVIL cameras
dominating the segment of interchangeable lens cameras in
the foreseeable future.

tongue-in-cheek – how SLR’s
win any fight
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demonstrated with its SLT series; a camera that looks

So what are the areas that both traditional camera makers
and consumer electronics companies need to focus on (pun
intended) to advance the state of the art of CSCs?
EVIL cameras only arrived on the market a few years ago,
and there is an immense room for improvement, mainly in
the following three areas:
1. Make great cameras, not gadgets

like an SLR, but is technically “mirrorless”.
This breaking of conventions cannot be restricted to
technical specifications of cameras, but must necessarily
include all product aspects, including software, user
interfaces and new features, like we proposed with our
WVIL concept.
3. Design ecosystems, not products
While Sony arguably makes the best mirrorless cameras,

For many consumer electronics companies it is time

there are no lenses that take full advantage of these

to advance the state of the art again, in terms of

wonderful devices. Panasonic and Olympus on the other

creating great image capture devices that do not follow

hand have demonstrated successfully how to build

the typical 12-month lifecycle of modern gadgets.

synergy by co-founding and developing the Micro Four

Brands will have to gain more expertise in optical and

Thirds standard.

mechanical engineering to make CSCs capable of

As connected smartphone cameras are also becoming

producing photographs with a highly improved general

more competitive, camera makers will not only need

image quality, based around larger sensors with improved

to build hardware ecosystems, but will also have to

readout at high frame rates.

vertically integrate their devices into their existing or new

Also, to close the ergonomic gaps to the SLR, display

product, software and service portfolio to continue to be

technology will need to be improved – mainly in terms

successful.

of resolution and speed – to come closer to optical
viewfinders.

We can expect more and more great things from EVIL

2. Cannibalize yourself, if need be

cameras. At the same time however, SLRs are being far

“If you don’t [do it] yourself, someone else will.” is a quote

from counted out: after all, the above three guidelines can

to keep in mind for traditional camera manufacturers.

be applied to the design of all types of cameras.

Rather than designing products that fit into their
roadmap, they will need to build cameras, that fit in their
customers’ lives.
User-centered design will need to be front and center
for the CaNikon’s of the world, even if that means that

More important than the distinction between cameras
with mirrors and the ones without, it is apparent that both
traditional camera manufacturers and consumer electronics
brands each have lessons to learn from one another.

they will have to break with traditions and have the

The best cameras of the future will be produced by

courage to start from scratch, like Sony has impressively

companies that excel at both ends of the spectrum.
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